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remember Pathé News? Taking the train to the
seaside? The purple stains of iodine on the knees
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of boys in short trousers? Knitted bathing
costumes? Then the chances are you were born
in or around 1950. To the young people of today,
the 1950s seem like another age.But for those
born around then, this era of childhood feels like
yesterday. This delightful collection of
photographic memories will appeal to all who
grew up in this post-war decade; they include
pictures of children enjoying life out on the
streets and bombsites, at home and at school, on
holiday and at events. These wonderful period
pictures and descriptive captions will bring back
this decade of childhood, and jog memories about
all aspects of life as it was in post-war
Britain.Paul Feeney is the author of bestselling
nostalgia books A 1950s Childhood and A 1960s
Childhood (The History Press). He has also
written the bestselling From Ration Book to
Ebook (The History Press), which takes a
nostalgic look back over the life and times of the
post-war baby boomer generation.
Low Down: Junk, Jazz, and Other Fairy Tales
from Childhood-A.J. Albany 2013-11-12 Wise
beyond her years and hip to the unpredictable
a-s-childhood-from-tin-baths-to-bread-and-dripping

ways of life at all too early an age, A.J. Albany
guides us through dope and deviance of the late
1960s and early 1970s in Hollywood shadowy
underbelly and beyond. A. J. Albany's recollection
of life with her father, the great jazz pianist Joe
Albany, is the story of one girl's unsentimental
education. Joe played with the likes of Charles
Mingus, Lester Young, and Charlie Parker, but
between gigs he slipped into drug-induced
obscurity. It was during these times that his
daughter knew him best. After her mother
disappeared, six-year-old Amy Jo and her
charming, troubled father set up housekeeping in
a seamy Hollywood hotel. While Joe finished a set
in some red-boothed dive, chances were you'd
find Amy curled up to sleep on someone's fur
coat, clutching a 78 of Louis Armstrong's "Sugar
Blues" or, later, a photograph of the man himself,
inscribed, "To little Amy Jo, always in love with
you--Pops." Wise beyond her years and hip to the
unpredictable ways of Old Lady Life at all too
early an age, A. J. Albany guides us through the
dope and deviance of the late 1960s and early
1970s in Hollywood's shadowy underbelly and
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beyond. What emerges is a raw, gripping, and
surprisingly sympathetic portrait of a young girl
trying to survive among the outcasts, misfits, and
artists who surrounded her.
The Outside Child, In and Out of the BookChristine Wilkie-Stibbs 2008-03-25 The Outside
Child, In and Out of the Book is situated at the
intersection between children’s literature studies
and childhood studies. In this provocative book,
Christine Wilkie-Stibbs juxtaposes the narratives
of literary and actual children/young adults to
explore how Western culture has imagined,
defined, and dealt with their outsider status –
whether orphaned, homeless, refugee, victims of
abuse, or exploited – and how processes of
economic, social, or political impoverishment are
sustained and naturalized in regimes of power,
authority, and domination. In five chapters titled:
"Outsider," "Displaced," "Erased," "Abject,"
"Unattached," and "Colonized," the book situates
and repositions a range of pre- and postmillennium children’s/young adult fictions,
autobiographies, policy documents, and reports
in the current climate of rabid globalization, new
a-s-childhood-from-tin-baths-to-bread-and-dripping

"out-group" definitions, and prescribed
normativity. Children’s/young adult fictions
considered include: Malorie Blackman’s Noughts
and Crosses trilogy; Mark Haddon’s The Curious
Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time; Jacqueline
Wilson’s The Illustrated Mum; Shyam
Selvadurai’s Funny Boy; Ann Provoost’s Falling;
Meg Rosoff’s, How I Live Now; Elizabeth Laird’s
A Little Piece of Ground. Autobiographical works
include Zlata Filipovic’s Zlata’s Diary; Kevin
Lewis’s The Kid; Latifa’s My Forbidden Face; and
Valérie Zenatti’s When I Was a Soldier.
Don't Move the Muffin Tins-Bev Bos 1978
Grass Roof, Tin Roof-Dao Strom 2003-01-07 A
Vietnamese family flees its war-torn home and
resettles in California, in a novel that offers a
“brilliant exploration of exile, loss, and identity”
(Robert Olen Butler). Told from multiple
perspectives and spanning several decades,
Grass Roof, Tin Roof begins with the story of
Tran, a Vietnamese writer facing government
persecution, who flees her homeland during the
exodus of 1975 and brings her two children to
the West. Here, she marries a Danish American
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man who has survived a different war. He
promises understanding and guidance—but the
psychic consequences of his past soon hinder his
relationships with the family, as the children, for
whom the war is now a distant shadow, struggle
to understand the world around them on their
own terms. In delicate, innovative prose, Strom’s
characters experience the collision of cultures
and the spiritual aftermath of war on the most
visceral level. Grass Roof, Tin Roof is “an
affecting study on the slippery nature of home”
(Los Angeles Times). “[Strom] explores the
mysteries of loss, culture and identity, with skill,
poignancy and imagination.” —Detroit Free Press
Young Folks' Treasury: Childhood's favorites and
fairy stories- 1909
Sanity Savers for Early Childhood TeachersSharon MacDonald 2004 Reduce the stress of
everyday preschool classroom life.
Tin as a Vital Nutrient-Nate F. Cardarelli
2019-06-04 First published in 1986. Taken from
the Tin and Cell Malignancy Symposium, this
volume will help others to appreciate the
interdisciplinary nature of this field.
a-s-childhood-from-tin-baths-to-bread-and-dripping

Low Down: Junk, Jazz, and Other Fairy Tales
from Childhood-A.J. Albany 2013-11-12 Wise
beyond her years and hip to the unpredictable
ways of life at all too early an age, A.J. Albany
guides us through dope and deviance of the late
1960s and early 1970s in Hollywood shadowy
underbelly and beyond. A. J. Albany's recollection
of life with her father, the great jazz pianist Joe
Albany, is the story of one girl's unsentimental
education. Joe played with the likes of Charles
Mingus, Lester Young, and Charlie Parker, but
between gigs he slipped into drug-induced
obscurity. It was during these times that his
daughter knew him best. After her mother
disappeared, six-year-old Amy Jo and her
charming, troubled father set up housekeeping in
a seamy Hollywood hotel. While Joe finished a set
in some red-boothed dive, chances were you'd
find Amy curled up to sleep on someone's fur
coat, clutching a 78 of Louis Armstrong's "Sugar
Blues" or, later, a photograph of the man himself,
inscribed, "To little Amy Jo, always in love with
you--Pops." Wise beyond her years and hip to the
unpredictable ways of Old Lady Life at all too
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early an age, A. J. Albany guides us through the
dope and deviance of the late 1960s and early
1970s in Hollywood's shadowy underbelly and
beyond. What emerges is a raw, gripping, and
surprisingly sympathetic portrait of a young girl
trying to survive among the outcasts, misfits, and
artists who surrounded her.
Rin Tin Tin-Susan Orlean 2012-10-09 Chronicles
the rise of the iconic German shepherd character
while sharing the stories of the real WWI dog and
the canine performer in the 1950s television
show, and explores Rin Tin Tin's relevance in the
military and popular culture.
Understanding the Tin Whistle-STUART ESSON
2014-12-29 Unique among books on the whistle
and Celtic music, this book takes the role of a
personal tutor. It explains in detail the
peculiarities of the instrument, the ancient modal
scales the Irish tunes are based on, and offers a
results-oriented programfor quickly developing
ability. As well it offers a practical method for
developing breathing skills, something few books
discuss. But what makes this book truly unique is
the discussion of mnemonic techniques and
a-s-childhood-from-tin-baths-to-bread-and-dripping

analytical listening skills,which would make it an
excellent resource for both parents and teachers.
The author explains a simple, straightforward
method of internalizing the old dance tunes of
the session repertoire based on understanding
the music's structure andthe use of mnemonic
cues. The scope of Mr. Esson's book makes it
relevant to a much wider audience than the title
would suggest
Childhood Favorites and Fairy Stories.
Illustrated. Unabridged.The Tin Box-Holly Kennedy 2006-10-31 Kenly
Alister is a Grownup. Unlike those who sail
through life taking what they want regardless of
how their actions affect others, Kenly cleans up
other people's messes, picks up the pieces, and is
the one who others turn to for solace. As the
child of an alcoholic, she weathered abuse and
sadness and emerged from childhood determined
to bring comfort and happiness to those she
loves. While in college she fell for Ross Lowen.
Ross wasn't looking for someone to take care of
him--he wanted a lover, a friend, and a partner.
In Kenly he found not only all that but a woman
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whose capacity for love and kindness bowled him
over. The last fifteen years have been good to
them and Kenly basks in the glow of a wonderful
marriage. An as an extral bonus she revels in
their son who, even in his most arrogant,
adolescent moments, still has the ability to take
Kenly's breath away. This happy life is
threatened when her dearest childhood friend
dies and Kenly receives an old battered tin box, a
relic of her childhood. Inside are the remnants of
Kenly's past and a secret she has sheltered for
decades. To reveal the secret means the
destruction of her happy family--but can she
continue to shoulder the weight of years of
silence? The Tin Box is an achingly beautiful
novel of one woman's desire to save all that she
loves while honoring the past that made her into
the woman she is. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Rin Tin Tin Enhanced eBook-Susan Orlean
2011-09-27 Featuring more than seventy-five
photographs and almost a dozen rarely seen
videos from Rin Tin Tin’s legendary career, this
a-s-childhood-from-tin-baths-to-bread-and-dripping

Enhanced eBook edition of Susan Orlean’s Rin
Tin Tin vividly illustrates the life and legacy of
the canine hero. He believed the dog was
immortal. So begins Susan Orlean’s sweeping,
powerfully moving account of Rin Tin Tin’s
journey from orphaned puppy to movie star and
international icon. Orlean, a staff writer at The
New Yorker who has been hailed as “a national
treasure” by The Washington Post, spent nearly
ten years researching and reporting her most
captivating book to date: the story of a dog who
was born in 1918 and never died. It begins on a
battlefield in France during World War I, when a
young American soldier, Lee Duncan, discovered
a newborn German shepherd in the ruins of a
bombed-out dog kennel. To Duncan, who came of
age in an orphanage, the dog’s survival was a
miracle. He saw something in Rin Tin Tin that he
felt compelled to share with the world. Duncan
brought Rinty home to California, where the
dog’s athleticism and acting ability drew the
attention of Warner Bros. Over the next ten
years, Rinty starred in twenty-three blockbuster
silent films that saved the studio from
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bankruptcy and made him the most famous dog
in the world. At the height of his popularity, Rin
Tin Tin was Hollywood’s number one box office
star. During the decades that followed, Rinty and
his descendants rose and fell with the times,
making a tumultuous journey from silent films to
talkies, from black-and-white to color, from radio
programs to one of the most popular television
shows of the baby boom era, The Adventures of
Rin-Tin-Tin. The canine hero’s legacy was
cemented by Duncan and a small group of
others—including Bert Leonard, the producer of
the TV series, and Daphne Hereford, the owner
of the current Rin Tin Tin—who have dedicated
their lives to making sure the dog’s legend will
never die. At its core, Rin Tin Tin is a poignant
exploration of the enduring bond between
humans and animals. It is also a richly textured
history of twentieth-century entertainment and
entrepreneurship. It spans ninety years and
explores everything from the shift in status of
dogs from working farmhands to beloved family
members, from the birth of obedience training to
the evolution of dog breeding, from the rise of
a-s-childhood-from-tin-baths-to-bread-and-dripping

Hollywood to the past and present of dogs in
war. Filled with humor and heart and moments
that will move you to tears, Susan Orlean’s first
original book since The Orchid Thief is an
irresistible blend of history, human interest, and
masterful storytelling—a dazzling celebration of
a great American dog by one of our most gifted
writers.
The Surveillant’s Old Tin Trunk-Peter Jaggs
2015-02-05 Some years ago an old tin trunk and
its contents were given to the author of this book
by an old lady approaching her ninetieth year.
She was the only daughter of a guard who had
been deployed to work in French Guiana (Devil’s
Island) during the early days of the twentieth
century. The rusting old box was full of the
diaries, sketches, papers and personal effects of
a young man and his wife, who were based in one
of the most notorious jungle work camps in the
penal colony and whose duty it was to attempt to
control some of France’s worst transported
criminals. The author studied and researched the
contents of the trunk and with the help of
countless conversations with the fascinating old
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lady, the extraordinary story that came out of the
Surveillant’s old tin trunk can now be retold. The
book is a powerful, compelling and haunting
depiction of family and convict life in the
overseas prison colonies of France. It is a tale of
love, hatred, deception and vengance that
pendulums between the romantic and the horrific
without missing a beat. Illustrated with
contemporary photographs, paintings and
sketches that are historically immensly
significant, The Surveillant’s Old Tin Trunk
provides an unparalleled insight into the troubled
life of a young family man stationed in what has
always been known as perhaps the most
infamous and brutal penal colony ever to have
existed.
A 1960s Childhood-Paul Feeney 2010 Do you
remember Beatlemania? Radio Caroline? Mods
and Rockers? The very first miniskirts? Then the
chances are you were born in the or around
1960. To the young people of today, the 1960s
seems like another age. But for those who grew
up in this decade, school life, 'mod' fashions and
sixties pop music are still fresh in their minds.
a-s-childhood-from-tin-baths-to-bread-and-dripping

From James Bond to Sindy dolls and playing
hopscotch in the street, life was very different to
how it is now. After the tough and frugal years of
the fifties, the sixties was a boom period, a time
of changed attitudes and improved lifestyles.
With chapters on home and school life, games
and hobbies, music and fashion, alongside a
selection of charming illustrations, this delightful
compendium of memories will appeal to all who
grew up in this lively era. Take a nostalgic look at
what it was like to grow up during the sixties and
recapture all aspects of life back then. PAUL
FEENEY is a writer and part-time business
consultant. He has also written a local history of
Highgate and A 1950s Childhood: from Tin Baths
to Bread and Dripping. He lives in Surrey. "If you
grew up in the Swinging Sixties, you’ll love Paul
Feeney’s A 1960s Childhood." Reviewed in Yours
Magazine, 23rdFeb ’10. "The author captures the
atmosphere and 'furniture' of the Sixties to
perfection, even recreating a typical family
Christmas of the time. Whether you were a child
or an adult in that most eventful decade, this
excellent book, with charming black and white
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illustrations, will throw up lots of talking points."
Reviewed in This England, Summer 2010 edition
Glaciers-Alexis Smith 2012-01-17 Isabel is a
single, twentysomething thrift-store shopper and
collector of remnants, things cast off or left
behind by others. Glaciers follows Isabel through
a day in her life in which work with damaged
books in the basement of a library, unrequited
love for the former soldier who fixes her
computer, and dreams of the perfect vintage
dress move over a backdrop of deteriorating
urban architecture and the imminent loss of the
glaciers she knew as a young girl in Alaska.
Glaciers unfolds internally, the action shaped by
Isabel’s sense of history, memory, and place,
recalling the work of writers such as Jean Rhys,
Marguerite Duras, and Virginia Woolf. For Isabel,
the fleeting moments of one day can reveal an
entire life. While she contemplates loss and the
intricate fissures it creates in our lives, she
accumulates the stories—the remnants—of those
around her and she begins to tell her own story.
Sensation, Perception and Action-Johannes
Zanker 2010-03-03 With a style that is both
a-s-childhood-from-tin-baths-to-bread-and-dripping

detailed and accessible, this new text from
Johannes Zanker provides students with a solid
understanding of how our sensory and
perceptual systems operate, and interact with a
dynamic world. It not only explains the scientific
mechanisms involved, but discusses the costs
and benefits of these mechanisms within an
evolutionary, functional framework, to encourage
important questions such as: What is a given
sensory mechanism needed for? What kind of
problem can it solve and what are its limitations?
How does the environment determine how senses
operate? How does action affect and facilitate
perception? This unique, interdisciplinary
framework allows students to see perceiving and
acting as embedded in particular environments
and directs them to think about the functional
nature of these systems. The overall effect is an
especially readable, authoritative text on
Sensation, Perception and Action that really
brings this fascinating topic to life.
International Record of Medicine and General
Practice Clinics-Edward Swift Dunster 1922
New York Medical Journal- 1922
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The Tin Horse-Janice Steinberg 2013-01-29 In
the stunning tradition of Lisa See, Maeve Binchy,
and Alice Hoffman, The Tin Horse is a rich
multigenerational story about the intense, often
fraught bond sisters share and the dreams and
sorrows that lay at the heart of the immigrant
experience. It has been more than sixty years
since Elaine Greenstein’s twin sister, Barbara,
ran away, cutting off contact with her family
forever. Elaine has made peace with that loss.
But while sifting through old papers as she
prepares to move to Rancho Mañana—or the
“Ranch of No Tomorrow” as she refers to the
retirement community—she is stunned to find a
possible hint to Barbara’s whereabouts all these
years later. And it pushes her to confront the
fierce love and bitter rivalry of their youth during
the 1920s and ’30s, in the Los Angeles Jewish
neighborhood of Boyle Heights. Though raised
together in Boyle Heights, where kosher delis
and storefront signs in Yiddish lined the streets,
Elaine and Barbara staked out very different
personal territories. Elaine was thoughtful and
studious, encouraged to dream of going to
a-s-childhood-from-tin-baths-to-bread-and-dripping

college, while Barbara was a bold rule-breaker
whose hopes fastened on nearby Hollywood. In
the fall of 1939, when the girls were eighteen,
Barbara’s recklessness took an alarming turn.
Leaving only a cryptic note, she disappeared. In
an unforgettable voice layered with humor and
insight, Elaine delves into the past. She recalls
growing up with her spirited family: her
luftmensch of a grandfather, a former tinsmith
with tales from the Old Country; her papa, who
preaches the American Dream even as it eludes
him; her mercurial mother, whose secret grief
colors her moods—and of course audacious
Barbara and their younger sisters, Audrey and
Harriet. As Elaine looks back on the momentous
events of history and on the personal dramas of
the Greenstein clan, she must finally face the
truth of her own childhood, and that of the twin
sister she once knew. In The Tin Horse, Janice
Steinberg exquisitely unfolds a rich
multigenerational story about the intense, often
fraught bonds between sisters, mothers, and
daughters and the profound and surprising ways
we are shaped by those we love. At its core, it is
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a book not only about the stories we tell but,
more important, those we believe, especially the
ones about our very selves. Praise for The Tin
Horse “Steinberg, the author of five mysteries,
has transcended genre to weave a rich story that
will appeal to readers who appreciate
multigenerational immigrant family sagas as well
as those who simply enjoy psychological
suspense.”—BookPage
The Statist- 1891
The Red Tin Roof-Nirmal Verma 1997
Maternity and Child Welfare- 1924
Dictionary of the English and German Languages
for Home and School-Felix Flügel 1902
1950s Childhood Spangles, Tiddlywinks and The
Clitheroe Kid-Derek Tait 2013-11-15 A book
recalling what it was like to be a child in the
1950s, including home life, school days, music
and fashions.
Tin-Pádraig Kenny 2019-03-26 In this gripping,
imaginative, and hilarious adventure -- comprised
of an unforgettable crew of misfits -- a boy and
his mechanical friends discover the truth about
his past.
a-s-childhood-from-tin-baths-to-bread-and-dripping

The Pictorial Budget of Wonders and Fun,
Especially Designed for Childhood's Happy Days
...-Mary Mapes Dodge 1887
Rape of the Innocent-Juliann Whetsell- Mitchell
1995 Written for mental health professionals,
crisis hot line workers, educators and clergy, this
resource discusses how to prevent and recognise
child sexual abuse and what to do if abuse is
suspected. The content covers many settings in
which sexual abuse may occur.
Unity- 1908
The Tin Moon-Stephen Lacey 2003-11-25 Set
against the backdrop of an urbanizing Australia
in 1969, The Tin Moon is the brilliant, humorous
story of a boy just trying to make sense of his
parents, his teachers, and his new neighbors.
While Neil Armstrong is landing on the moon and
the Vietnam War is raging on television, Jimmy
Smith is most concerned with wreaking havoc on
the city people who are gentrifying his country
village, the hippies living in a bus, and
understanding how his parents can be so absurd.
Filled with humor, nostalgia, and the search for
meaning that lies at the heart of childhood, The
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Tin Moon is an extraordinary debut novel from a
great new talent.
Fluegel-Schmidt-Tanger-Immanuel Schmidt 1904
A Dictionary of the English and German
Languages for Home and School ...-Felix Flügel
1898
A Dictionary of the English and German
Languages for Home and School-Immanuel
Schmidt 1897
A 1970s Childhood-Derek Tait 2011 Do you
remember glam rock, flares, cheesecloth shirts,
and chopper bikes? Then it sounds like you were
lucky enough to grow up during the 1970s. Who
could forget all the glam rock bands of that era,
like Slade, Wizard, Mud, and Sweet, or singers
like Alvin Stardust, Marc Bolan, and David
Bowie? What about those wonderful TV shows
like Starsky and Hutch, Kojak, Kung Fu, and
Happy Days? Fashion included platform shoes
(we all had a pair), flared trousers, brightly
patterned shirts with huge collars, and colorful
kipper ties. And everyone remembers preparing
for power cuts and that long, hot summer of
1976? So dust off your space hopper and join us
a-s-childhood-from-tin-baths-to-bread-and-dripping

on this fascinating journey through a childhood
during the seventies, with hilarious illustrations
and a nostalgic trip down memory lane for all
those who grew up in this memorable decade.
The Rough Guide to Psychology-Rough Guides
2011-04-01 The Rough Guide to Psychology looks
at the question psychologists have been asking
for hundreds of years - why are we the way we
are? It starts with you, your mind and brain,
broadening out to look at your friends and other
relationships, then finally on to crowds, mobs and
religion. It explores the latest research relevant
to crime, schooling, sport, politics, shopping and
health, and what happens when the mind goes
wrong, including depression, anxiety,
schizophrenia, and more unusual conditions. The
Rough Guide to Psychology includes fascinating
information on real-life psychology, testing your
memory, intelligence, personality and much
more, with advice on everything from chat-up
lines to developing your creativity. The Rough
Guide to Psychology is your ultimate guide to this
fascinating subject.
Continua of Biliteracy-Prof. Nancy H. Hornberger
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2003-05-23 Biliteracy - the use of two or more
languages in and around writing- is an
inescapable feature of lives and schools
worldwide, yet one which most educational policy
and practice continue blithely to ignore. The
continua of biliteracy featured in the present
volume offers a comprehensive yet flexible model
to guide educators, researchers, and policymakers in designing, carrying out, and evaluating
educational programs for the development of
bilingual and multilingual learners, each program
adapted to its own specific context, media, and
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contents.
A Country Childhood-Leone Lillian Healy 2008
"My life in rural NSW last century, and
comparisons with life to-day."--Provided by
publisher.
Flügel-Schmidt-Tanger Wörterbuch der
englischen und deutschen Sprache: Bd. Deutschenglisch-Immanuel Schmidt 1907
Collier's- 1923
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